Should I Sell My House
During The Winter Season?
Winter season tends to be a slower time to sell your home but
there are good reasons to consider it.
Buyers tend to be more motivated during the winter months.
Buyers tend to make decisions faster during the holiday season.
Buyers don’t like looking at houses during bad weather and
will look at fewer houses.
There tends to be less competition during the winter months.
When the weather is bad, more house hunting can take place
online. It is important to have as many good quality pictures
and descriptions as possible.
A well-priced home will sell quickly regardless of the season.
A simply decorated house feels more like home to buyers. A modest tree in the corner with a few wrapped presents and a nice wreath on the front door will do wonders.
Make sure your furnace is working well and your house is warm and cozy. Buyers
tend to spend more time in a comfortable house and will show more interest.
Selling in the winter, landscaping is not so important. What is important, during
snowy days, make sure there is a good pathway to the front door and there is a suitable mat to wipe your feet.
For more information about selling your house, turn the page…
If your property is currently listed with a real estate broker, please disregard.
It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers.
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Yes, home sales decrease during winter
months but not as much as you might
think. There are still hundreds of homes
sold during the winter months.
90 percent of todays buyers start their
searches on the internet. The internet
knows no seasons. That means pictures
are more important than ever. More and
more you are even seeing floor plans on
houses for sale.
There is less competition during the winter months. Home buyers are not fighting
over homes, bidding the price of a home
over list price. Yes, houses may take a
little longer to sell but most likely you will
get your price.

The first quarter of the year is when
most companies place and/or relocate
their workers. These buyers are motivated and probably have some moving
expenses to use.
Because winter months are a little slower for Realtors, you are most likely to get
their full attention, time and expertise.
This could make a big difference in selling your house.

Things to consider…

the first year of home ownership. It is also
One of the biggest challenges of selling an incentive for the buyer to buy the
a house today is the home inspection. home.
Usually a buyer has the right to hire a This is especially nice for the seller if they
home inspector to inspect the house that have already moved out of the home. If
they are planning to buy. This is after an things go wrong, it may take days before
accepted offer has been made.
it is noticed. A home warranty, depending
This usually turns up things that the sell- on the coverage, will allow the seller to
er and buyer are unaware of. The buyer get things repaired and only for a small
wants it repaired/fixed and the seller has service charge.
many choices. The seller can repair/fix
the problem, lower the price to compen- Sometimes you have a unique house and
sate for the problem or refuse to repair/ there are no comparables. If you can’t
fix the problem.
come to terms about what your house is
One way to get around this challenge is worth on the market, you can always
for the seller to have their own home in- have an appraisal done. This will deterspection done before listing their home. mine what the fair market value of the
This way the seller knows all the prob- house. You may not like what the aplems of the house before it goes on the praisal tells you, but it does wonders to
market. They have the choice of declar- sell your house. If you price your house
ing these problems up front or repair/fix close to the appraisal value and let buyers see it, most likely there will be less
the problems.
It is also beneficial to buyers if they can negotiations.
see the home inspection report during
the showing. If items were repaired/fix
the seller can also include invoices with
the report.
A lot of times when a buyer can view a
home inspection and invoices, they will
not spend any money to have their own
inspection done. This can save time and
further negotiations.
Another thing to consider is a home warranty. If a seller buys a home warranty, it
can cover the time it is on the market
plus one year’s coverage for the buyer.
A buyer generally does not want to worry
about home repairs after closing and in
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